15 Entertainment Rooms That
Were Designed for a Good Time
These luxuriously fun spaces were made for watching the
big game — or for playing your own games.
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Fox-Nahem Associates turned the living room of this Southampton, New
York, beach house into the ultimate entertainment space with this cozy
conversation pit for ﬁreside chats and movie nights.
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Timothy Godbold created a games nook in the Sag Harbor, New York,
home of two avid backgammon players. “We were able to custom create
a board with a beautiful navy blue color,” Godbold says, adding, “with the
space’s dazzling light, it’s easy to pass the time playing for hours.” He
chose a palette of charcoals, navy and sand. “It looked like colors and
fabrics I would wear as well as sit on.”
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This communal hang-out space by Tamara Eaton is located at the top of
an Upper East Side apartment building in New York City. “The bronze
details were the starting theme to make the space feel warm and give a
slightly vintage vibe, however the articulation of furniture and color is
clearly modern,” Eaton says. The Blatts Billiards pool table has a custom
blue felt top, and the carpet is a cowhide print by FLOR. Julian
Chichester created the wingback chairs and the bronze side table is by
Made Goods. The artwork is by Gray Malin.
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Achille Salvagni designed the screening room in this Southampton, New
York, estate as a space where the whole family can indulge in their love
for movies. The custom lounge chairs are upholstered in Dedar’s
Alexandre fabric, while the walls are covered in Dedar’s Chambray. The
Salvagni-designed Angel sconces are part of an edition of 20, available
through Maison Gerard.
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At this Carden Cunietti-designed vacation home in Cap d’Antibes,
France, the billiards room is designated for use by adults at night (the
kids have their own playroom). The space features the clients’ favorite
color, purple, and their collection of antique maps hangs on the back
wall. Carden Cunietti designed the wood and Plexiglas tables, and the
chairs are by India Mahdavi.
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Sara Gilbane designed this sofa to run the length and width of the room
to maximize seating capacity in this Rye, New York, room. The woven
rush chair at the backgammon table is by Hollywood at Home and the
sconces are by Vaughan Lighting. “It is a great spot to sit and read
during the day, play games at night or sit by the ﬁre,” Gilbane says.
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